
Chapter 4325 

Hattori Kazuo did not expect that Charlie would be able to consider the safety 

of his clan in advance. 

The moment he heard that the Fei family had sent someone to fly to Japan, 

His heart was hanging in his throat, but he did not expect that Charlie would 

have already made proper arrangements. 

You should know that the experts sent by the Fei family are still in flight, 

As long as his clan members can take off before the plane lands, 

They can only be out of reach, even if they are strong. 

This time let Hattori Kazuo completely relieved, he hurriedly said with 

immense gratitude: 

“Mr. Wade, thank you …… really appreciate it!” 

Charlie smiled faintly: “Grab the time to contact your father, within five hours,” 

“Let everyone must get on the plane to New York,” 

“The Cataclysmic Front will arrange for them to land in Long Beach and 

protect their safety, for the rest, wait for my orders.” 

Hattori Kazuo knew that Charlie was ready to make the Fei family change the 

sky. 

He could not help but think excitedly in his heart, 

“If this time, we Iga ninja can play a small role in Master Wade’s action,” 



“Then after the Fei family’s old man regains the power, we will definitely be 

reused!” 

“And for a behemoth like the Fei family, supporting a mere Iga family is as 

easy as can be ……” 

“In this way, it is also a disguised realization of father’s expectation of moving 

to North America ……” 

“Since we helped Matsumoto Ryojin kidnap Su family members, in Japan has 

been highly discriminated against,” 

“Continue to stay in Japan will only become more and more difficult,” 

“Now if there is an opportunity to join the Fei family,” 

“It is definitely a good opportunity to change the fate of the world!” 

At this thought, he was even more grateful to Charlie! 

Then, without thinking, he said to Charlie: 

“Master Wade, don’t worry, I’ll call my father and ask him to bring all the clan 

members,” 

“To New York as soon as possible to listen to your orders!” 

Charlie gave a hint and said indifferently, “Tell them to move faster.” 

After Hattori Kazuo thanked him profusely, 

He immediately used this phone to call his father, Hattori Hanzo. 

At this time, Hanzo was as anxious as an ant on a hot pot, 



Because of the loss of contact with Hattori Kazuo and the news of Randal’s 

kidnapping. 

Because he could not contact Kazuo, his first thought was that something 

must have happened to his son, 

And it was even likely that someone else had kidnapped Randal, 

And that his son and the rest of his clan were just being used as scapegoats. 

Just half an hour ago, he was consulting with a number of elders, 

Of the Iga ninja to see if they should temporarily leave Iga, or even leave 

Japan, 

In order to free the family to turn the spear on them. 

The other elders also shared his view that at such a time, 

They should hide away from the wind anyway, and wait until the matter is 

clear and unambiguous. 

Otherwise, in case the Fei family really turned their anger on them, they would 

be unable to resist. 

The Iga ninja were already in a bad enough situation already, 

If they were targeted by the Fei family again, they would basically be left with 

a dead end. 

At this time, he suddenly received a call from an unfamiliar phone number, 

and his heart suddenly became nervous. 

He hesitated before he cautiously pressed the answer button. 



The voice of his son, Kazuo, came over the phone: “Father! It’s me, Kazuo!” 

“Kazuo?” Hanzo suddenly became excited, and hurriedly asked, 

“Kazuo, where are you now? I watched the news,” 

“It said that you kidnapped the young master of the Fei family.” 

What is going on at the bottom?!” 

 


